QR Invoicing

Invoicing on the move...

Welcome to...

Invoices, Quotations,
Receipts, Credit Notes,
Stock control...
It’s nice to get paid...
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First Time Use...
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The first time QR Invoicing is run, a number of messages will
be displayed asking for permission, or confirmation, asking if
you would like to read this User Guide, and to inform you
about the pre-installed Business profile “Demo Stationery
Suppliers” for User Orientation.

QR Invoicing

User Guide - Tutorial...

The first time QR Invoicing is run, a message will be
displayed, asking if you would like to read this User Guide.
This User Guide is also accessed by tapping on the “User
Guide” Button on the QR Invoicing Start Screen. The User
Guide is totally integrated into the App and no additional
Reader Apps are required to access this User Guide.
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Firstly - a Few Basics...

QR Invoicing is distributed with a Demo Company “Demo
Stationery Suppliers” purely for orientation purposes.
It has 5 fake Customers including a CASH SALE entry with
no details. It also has a fake Stock Inventory of 60 Items
related to a Stationery Supplier Vendor.
This version of QR Invoicing can cater for up to 3 separate
Companies or Businesses and each one has their own
Customer Base and their own Stock Inventory base.
When one Adds a New Company or Business, one will also
need to create a New Customer Base and a New Stock
Inventory. This procedure is covered later on in this User
Guide, however, wherever one sees a button with a Plus
Sign “+” 1 it means that when Tapped, it will Add
something New, be it a
Document (Quotation,
1
Invoice or Credit Note
4
(reversal)) or a New
Business, Customer or Stock
Item. Whenever one sees a
Button with a Minus Sign “-”
2, when Tapped it will Delete
1
2
the Entry (Without
Confirmation). Left and Right
Arrow Buttons 3 Navigate
through the records (Next
and Prior), And a Green
Circle Check 4 will Save an
Edit.
The modules are Colourcoded The Company is
White, the Customers are
Blue (as are the Documents)
and the Stock is in Green
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Document Selection...
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Tapping on the “Documents (Invoices +)...” Button pops up a
small Document Type Selection Module. The choices are
between Quotations, Invoices and Credit Notes.
Tapping the “OK” spot will open a New Blank Document of
the selected type.
One will need to Tap on the “New” Button and a Customer
Selection Module will Pop-up.
(Covered on the following page...)
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Creating a New Document...
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Tapping the “New” Button pops up the Customer Selection
Module.
A Tap on the “Drop-down Box” presents a list of Customers.
A Tap on the “Customer Choice Pop-up List” will Enter the
Customer and their details into the New Document.
Tap the “OK Spot and the Document will now be prepared to
have Stock (Inventory) Items and quantities to be added.
(Following page...)
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Adding Document Items...
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Once the Document has been assigned to a specific
customer, the appearance will change slightly as two new
Panels will become visible - the Stock / Inventory Addition
Panel (Centre) and the Document Navigation Panel
(Bottom). - Left picture below.
One can now Add Stock / Inventory items to the Document
by Tapping the “Stock” Button with the little Green Plus sign.
A little Stock / Inventory Selection Module will pop-up. Tap on
the Drop-down Box and a list of the Company’s Stock or
Inventory will be displayed for the user to select an Item to
Add to the Document.
(Continued on the following page...)

FYI: New Businesses Automatically
also Create a default Customer
“CASH SALE” and a “User Defined
Item” - Independent of the Stock
Inventory which allows for User Input
of the Item Description and Amount.
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Adding Items Continued...
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....As mentioned on the previous page, a Stock / Inventory
list is displayed for Product or Service Selection.One will
only need to enter the Quantity and tap the “OK” spot for it to
be added to the document.
Please Note: Should the Quantity In Stock (as indicated by
the figure in Square Brackets - next to the Quantity Input
Field [50]) be finished (it will be Red), one will be warned,
but the Item will still be added to the Document anyway and
still deducted from the Stock Inventory as a Negative
Quantity. [-3].
Tap on one of the Item Grid Headers to increase the Column
Width.
(Tap the Description Panel to Reset) - Rotate the Device to
Expand the Grid. (The Customer Panel will be hidden in
expanded view).
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Document Conversion...
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In this Example one has created a Quotation for Kingsgate
High School and let’s say it is acceptable. All one needs to
do to produce an Invoice based on the quotation is to Tap
the Convert Button, Confirm the intention to Convert by
Tapping the “OK” Spot on the subsequent Confirmation Popup and that is all. Document Converted! A message will popup regarding Stock Qty. Recon.
Please Note: When one adds Items
to an Invoice (or a Credit Note), the
Quantity in Stock - if captured - will
be automatically maintained.
However, when Converting
Documents, one should run a little
utility in the Inspection & Analysis
Module to Update the Stock
Quantities. (Page 19)
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Printing...
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Once a Document has been prepared, it can be “Printed”. In
reality, it is printed to an internal Graphic Canvas for
previewing, which can then be shared via WhatsApp, email
or sent directly to a Wi-Fi Printer. A Tap on the “Generate”
Button will open the QRI Document Printer Module and the
Document will be displayed in the Preview Pane of the
Document Printer.
The other printing routine is to
generate a Receipt of Payment.
This is done by Tapping on the tiny
“Money” Button. A Payment Module
will be presented for payment and
then Tapping the “Issue Receipt” will
open the Document Printer.

QR Invoicing

The Print Preview...
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The Documents / Receipt are displayed in the Preview
Frame as depicted below and are formatted for sharing /
printing. The Document can also be Saved and Zoomed In
and Out with the + and - Zoom Buttons.
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Stock / Inventory...
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Maintaining the Stock or Inventory is very easy. The initial
display is just a list. Items are colour-coded in the list. Those
that are White, are Items that do not have a Captured
Quantity - something like a service that is charged on an
hourly rate - Art Classes, or Design time. Green have a
positive Qty. In Stock Value and those in pale Red mean
Zero or less in Stock. A Tap on the “Edit / Add / Remove”
Button will expand the Edit / Capture Mini-Module.
Should the business trade as a re-seller, then there is a
facility for buy-in cost with a percentage(%) markup. A Tap
on the “Calculate Selling Price Button will Automatically
adjust the Cost (Selling Price Field. This Version of QR
Invoicing does not have a Purchase Order Module, the
Quantity Adjustments need to be made as they are
purchased.
NB: The Stock Code should be sensible.
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Customers...
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The Customers Module is similar to the Stock Module in that
it initially presents itself as just a list. Once again, a Tap on
the “Edit / Add / Remove” Button will expand the Edit /
Capture Mini-Module. However, in the case of the
Customers Module there are Two Capture Modules, the first
is for the Name and Contact details and the second one accessed by tapping the “MORE (Address)...” Spot - opens
the Address, Note (for your own information) and the Terms
Fields.

QR Invoicing

This Business...
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The “This Business” Capture Module is longer than the other
modules and Field Navigation is attained by Scrolling with an
Up / Down Swipe Gesture (best performed on the Left side
where the Labels are so as to prevent the Keyboard popping
up unexpectedly - Blue Arrows).
Should one Save the Details before all the fields have been
captured, the “empty fields” will be populated with a value of
“N/A”. This is necessary for the Printing Layout.
If the VAT NO. Field has a Value of “N/A”, QRI will not
enable, calculate, nor Print the VAT details. (See Pg 17)
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More about This Business...
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When one Taps on the Capture Area of a Field, the
Keyboard will Pop-up and the Capture Form will Slide up,
ensuring the fields are accessible and not covered by the
keyboard. To move the fields into an accessible position just
slide them into view. (Blue Arrows).
The START NO. Field is for the Start Number of the
Documents.
The USER CODE and USER Fields are utilised in the
Document Ref No. and are to determine differences in the
Data correlation when multiple Agents or Reps use the same
Company.
Checking the “Administrator?” Check Box enables a “Tools”
Button on the “Inspection & Analysis” Items Page for Total
Company. Removal.
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New + Logos and the Like...
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To Create a New Business or Company, Tap on the “New”
Button (Blue Plus Sign +) and you will get a Message to
Populate the Fields. The “Save” Button will become Visible
as soon as you start entering the details (The “Save” Button
(Green Circle Check) will always be visible in the Top Left
Corner, regardless of Scrolling).
It is best to Either already have downloaded a Company
Logo, or to have Taken a Picture of say a Business Card and
cropped it to remove the unwanted exterior. The two Buttons
to the Right of the Logo Graphic Field will either open the
Gallery for picture selection (Top Button) or launch the
Camera where you can take a Snap-shot of the desired
section of a Logo of your choice. QRI will automatically Resize the image and save it to the Logo Field.
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Inspection & Analysis...
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The Inspection & Analysis Module is versatile and multi
functional. It Has Three Grids for analysis - The Documents,
the Detail and the Stock List. The Docs Grid has a “Run.
Bal.” Button which, when Tapped, will display a Running
Balance of the Items Invoiced for the Selected Period (Dropdown Box alongside). If the “Paid” Checkbox is Checked,
then the Running Balance result will be for only those
invoices that have been paid.
There is an “Instant Help” Button accessible on all the Grids
that opens a slightly more in-depth guide to the functions of
each Grid.
A Tap on any of the Column Headers (if a Money Column)
will SUM the column and display a Total.
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Inspection & Analysis (2)...
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When one has Prepared a Quotation and Converted to an
Invoice (or an Invoice is Converted to a Credit Note), The
Quantities in Stock are not Automatically Reconciled and
Updated.
One needs to Tap the “Stock Recon. (Quantities)” Button
and the Stock / Inventory Quantities will be adjusted
accordingly.
The Filtering Options are covered on the following Page.
Please Note: All the Grids are Scrollable using the Swipe
Gesture and display all the Fields not visible in the
Documents Module. This allows for a comprehensive view of
the Overall Status of the Selected Company / Business at a
glance.

Filtering - Covered on Pg. 20
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Data Filtering...
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One of the more powerful features of the “Inspection and
Analysis” Module is the ability to Drill-down to display
specific data only.
This is achieved through Filtering. Although it may appear to
be complicated, it is in fact fairly simple as the filtering
criteria are dynamically maintained and filter expressions are
easily built by a series of choices.
The Choices are selected from items in a Drop-down Box
and Tapping the Filter Button applies the Filter (Little Maroon
Text Expression at the Bottom of the Grid).
One can filter on a Document Type, a Customer, a Period, a
particular Stock Item or any combination thereof.
(Try it and see)
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Import & Export (Export)...
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Should one want to do a Backup, Share data with another,
Transfer data to a different device, or open the data in a
Spreadsheet on a PC, then one will need to Export the data.
The Export & Import Module has two min-modules Export
and Import. They are opened exclusively by Tapping on the
Plus sign(+) of the desired mini-module. Expanding one will
contract the other.
If “Export All Company Related...” Is Checked, All Data
Tables will be Exported. If one wants to Export only one
Table’s Data, Uncheck the “...All...” Checkbox and Select the
desired Table (Radio Button), Tap the Export Button and a
message will be displayed about the Export Status.
(More on the following Pg.)
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Import & Export (Import)...
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To Toggle between the Import and Export mini-modules, just
Tap in either of the Expand / Contract (+/- signs).
To Import Data, one must first Tap the “Get Files” Button to
Locate and Refresh the list of Exported or Downloaded
Files. Select a File and Tap the Import Button and the Data
will be Imported (Duplicates will be Ignored).
The Data is in a *.CSV Format allowing for Global Data
Format Exchange and can also be Imported (opened) in
Spreadsheet Apps like MS Excel.
The Little Eyes Button Drops down a Preview pane of the
Contents.

QR Invoicing

Things you need to know...
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You may notice during use, some of the buttons or panels
are visible at times and at other times they are not. This is to
ensure the integrity of the data. For example, one may
delete a document, but the document Delete Button will only
be available if the document has no linked Items. To delete a
document, one first needs to delete all the associated items.
It is not advisable to alter the Codes, be
they Stock or Customer Codes as they
are used for Correlation and Look-up.
Stock and Customer Codes should be Sensible. It is far
better to give, say, Sticky Tape a Stock Code of “STKYT”
than “0005” as it will make finding a Stock item far easier as
the Indexes (Sort-order) are Code based.
The Documents, their associated Items, the Customers and
the Stock or Inventory are all Sub-tables connected to the
Company or Business. You will not be able to change a CO
CODE while any of the linked Tables have one or more
records.
Should you wish to Remove an Entire
Company and all its related Data (Stock,
Customers and Documents), the best way to do this is to
Check the Administrator Checkbox on the “This Business”
Module (very last field) and this will enable a “Tools” Button
on the Items page of the “Inspection & Analysis” Module
(This would be used once App Orientation is satisfactorily
attained from using the Demo Company).
QR Invoicing does not need an Internet connection, it uses
an internally maintained Database and is fully functional as a
stand-alone App. However, in order to share the generated
Documents via WhatsApp, or email, and to Import / Export
Data, to and from other devices, a Wi-Fi or Mobile Data
connection is needed.
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In Conclusion...
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The QR Invoicing App was developed as a result of
technological progress, as today almost everyone makes
use of a smart phone, and the PC is almost becoming
redundant, especially with the younger generation.
It is believed that this little App will make the User’s life a lot
easier by having the ability to furnish Professionally
Generated Quotations and Invoices on the move.
QR Invoicing is ideally suited for Small Business Owners,
Freelance Contractors, Market Sellers and Hobbyists,
however, it is powerful enough for Travelling Reps and
Agents as the Data can easily be Exported and Imported for
Consolidation, or Spreadsheet Analysis and the like.
A special thanks to Hayley Coelho for her patience and
Receipt of Payment input, Karin Quarta and Malcolm Scott,
for their input on Multiple Companies and Stock
Management respectively, and Debbie Chilvers for her input
on the Orders Module and the Deposit feature. Zelda and
Johan Snyman, Jimmy Meikle and especially Justin Pelser
for being 64 BIT Guinea pigs.
Enjoy...

The QR Invoicing Team...

